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Sams Teach Yourself Word 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Word 2003 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Word. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour...

		

The Requirements Engineering Handbook (Artech House Technology Management and Professional Development Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.

The...

		

Observing the User Experience: A Practitioner's Guide to User ResearchMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are, and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development. Observing the User Experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product, and whether they'll be able to use what you've created.
...





		

Probability and Schrodinger's MechanicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	The presentation and interpretation of (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics is a very well-worked area of study; there have to be very good reasons for adding to the literature on this subject.

	

	My reasons are (obviously) that I am far from satisfied with much of the published work and find difficulties with some points, in...


		

Cancer of the Gastrointestinal Tract: A Handbook for Nurse Practitioners (Handbook for Nurse Practitioners Series (Whurr))John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This text is a primer on the care of the patient with cancer of the gastrointestinal tract, for nurses who may not have experience in this demanding speciality.


	The book begins with a comprehensive look at the issues and scope of the frequently used term "quality of life". Chapters two and three take an in-depth look at...


		

Google for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Sure, you know it searches, but all the other things Google can do will leave  you, well, google-eyed. So journey into the heart of Google and then to its  outer limits with this friendly guide! Discover how you can use Google to get  the news, go shopping, build your business, play games, find phone numbers, and  even go blogging.
...





		

Jess in Action: Java Rule-Based SystemsManning Publications, 2003
A practical handbook for anyone interested in programming rule-based systems and written by the creator of the popular Java rule engine, Jess, this book is structured around a series of large, fully developed practical examples of rule-based programming in Java. After the topic of rule-based systems is introduced, software developers and...


		

How to Build a Business Rules Engine: Extending Application Functionality through Metadata EngineeringMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Business rules engines can make organizations more agile by allowing them to manage diverse sets of operating rules, such as many different contracts for goods and services with different clients. For example, business rules engines can contain interfaces that allow users to define business rules to add specific functionality to software...

		

Advances in Data Mining and Modeling: Hong Kong 27 - 28 June 2002World Scientific Publishing, 2003

	Data mining and data modeling are hot topics and are under fast development. Because of its wide applications and rich research contents, a lot of practitioners and academics are attracted to work on these areas. In the view of promoting the communications and collaborations among the practitioners and researchers in Hong Kong, a two-day...






		

How to Work for an Idiot: Survive & Thrive-- Without Killing Your BossCareer Press, 2003

	For more than two decades, Dr. John Hoover has written books on leadership, creativity, and organizational performance, extolling the virtues of flattened organizations, collaborative leadership, and shared responsibility. His clients welcomed him, praised him...yet (he felt) completely ignored his advice! This book contains the confession of...


		

Fundamental Nursing SkillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Providing forward-thinking approaches and ideas for nurses of all categories, this reference has been written primarily in response to increasing concerns regarding the perceived lack of ability in both students and newly qualified nurses to perform clinical skills.


	By outlining the elements of essential nursing procedure in a...


		

Building Client/Server Applications with VB.NET: An Example-Driven ApproachApress, 2003
Building Client/Server Applications with VB .NET: An Example-Driven  Approach is based on Release 1.0 of the .NET Framework / Release 1.0 of  Visual Studio .NET + .NET Framework Service Pack 1. Jeff Levinson walks readers  through how to write a complete application-no "snippets" of code- and will show  readers examples of...
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